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Intercim’s Asia Pacific reseller MEMKO to exhibit at Australian International
Airshow AVALON2009
Where: Hall B Stand 2C17, Geelong, Australia,
When: 10 – 15 March 2009
ST. PAUL, Minn. — February. 20, 2009 — Intercim, LLC, a global leader in manufacturing operation
management (MOM) software, announced today that its Asia Pacific reseller, MEMKO Pty Ltd will be exhibiting
for the first time the Pertinence Suite of products enabling users on the shop floor and across the supply network
to better collaborate on process definition, manufacturing execution, and quality management to reduce
manufacturing costs, improve cycle times, and accelerate time to market.
The exhibit will feature latest information on Pertinence Suite, Customer case studies and demonstration
software.
The Avalon Airshow has a proven track record with over eight consecutive events and is well established as a
regular feature on the world aviation, aerospace and defense calendar.
The show is Australia’s largest and most comprehensive aviation, aerospace and defense exposition and it
encompasses the full range of military and civil aviation and aerospace, as well as air and land defense.
About Intercim
Intercim has 25 years of experience in helping discrete manufacturers meet regulatory requirements, harness
lean principles, manage quality and execute processes in a paperless environment. The company is a
demonstrated leader in manufacturing and production operations management software solutions for advanced
and highly regulated industries. Intercim has offices throughout the United States and in Europe, with industryleading customers such as Boeing, Sanofi Pasteur, Airbus, Ball Aerospace, BMW, and Honeywell. In addition, as
part of its initiative to provide the utmost in operational excellence, the company also has technology partnerships
with Dassault Systèmes, SAP and Microsoft. For more information, visit www.intercim.com
About MEMKO
MEMKO offers services and products specifically tailored to the requirements of Aviation, Aerospace and
Defense organizations.
MEMKO supports businesses in matters relating to strategic planning and business development, engineering
and technology services, supply chain management and is the official Asia Pacific reseller of Intercim
manufacturing operations management (MOM) software. For more information, visit www.memko.com.au
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